
THE SENATE
OF THE PARLIAMENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC

10TH TERM

75th

RESOLUTION OF THE SENATE

Delivered on the 5th session held on 14th January 2015

on the Report from the Commission Annual report 2013 on relations between
the European Commission and national parliaments

and

on the Report from the Commission Annual report 2013 on subsidiarity and
proportionality

(Senate Print No. K 147/09 and K 148/09)

The Senate

I.
1. Considers it necessary

that the national parliaments participate in the debate and decision-making on
European Union affairs;

2. Intends to further pursue,
in addition to the communication with the Government, the political dialogue with
the Commission regarding legislative proposals, documents for consultation as
well as documents within the framework of the European Semester;

3. Adds
that it presents its Resolutions, including their translations, also to other national
parliaments and the European Parliament, especially via the IPEX database;

II.

1. Agrees
with the European Commission that it is appropriate for the national parliaments
to dedicate attention already to its pre-legislative consultative documents that



open a debate on the necessity of a new legal regulation at the European level,
and intends to maintain its increased interest in such documents;

2. Considers it important
that the Czech Republic representatives in the working bodies of the Council,
when debating draft legal acts and other Council documents, should have at their
disposal the Resolution of the Senate adopted on the particular document so that
they could use this Resolution, if it is in accord with the Government’s position and
their instructions, to support and explain the position of the Czech Republic;

3. Would therefore appreciate it
if the Government supported such practice; the Senate notes that, for the sake of
convenience, it has started providing the state bodies responsible for the
promotion and advocacy of the position of the Czech Republic during debates on
EU documents (gestors) with English translations of its Resolutions;

4. Asks the Government
to inform the Senate, in the framework of informing on the further development of
negotiations, if an essential change of the Government’s position on a draft EU
legal act is being considered after the draft has been debated in the Senate
(especially when the procedure for a revision of the Government’s position is
initiated); in such case, the Senate shall be informed at the moment when the
responsible body (gestor) starts working on a change of the Government’s
position because by that time the responsible body must already know the
reasons and aims of such undertaking;

5. Emphasises
that when the responsible body (gestor) preparing the Government’s position for
the Parliament on a draft EU legislative act considers such legislative act as
problematic regarding the principle of subsidiarity or the legal basis, it is
necessary that the body should inform the Senate on this preliminary position as
soon as possible;

6. Notes
that in the 9th term, the Senate repeatedly expressed concerns regarding the
scope of authorisations of the Commission to adopt delegated acts of general
application according to Article 290 of the Treaty on Functioning of the European
Union, which was so broad and vague in certain proposals for legislative acts that
it made a comprehensive evaluation of the content of the proposal very difficult
for the Senate;

7. Reminds the Commission
that Article 290 of the Treaty on Functioning of the European Union allows to
authorise the Commission to adopt delegated acts of general application only on
condition that such acts supplement or amend certain non-essential elements of
the legislative act and that a substantive regulation of the given topic in the
legislative act itself is always to be preferred because the legislative act is adopted
in a more transparent way in the Council and in the European Parliament;

III.

Authorises
the President of the Senate to forward this Resolution to the President of the
European Commission.
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